Century Mobile Platform Stage
Outdoor staging can be provided quickly and
easily throughout your community. Built from
all-weather outdoor materials, Century’s mobile
platform stage can be set up by one person in only
minutes.
A self contained hydraulic actuation system does
all of the real work.
Platform Setup – 10 minutes
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Position the stage and disconnect the tow
vehicle.
Remove the cross bar on left / right ends of
the stage wings.
Level the stage using the main-frame
leveling/support jacks.
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To Lower the first deck wing by using the
push-button remote control pendant to
release hydraulic cylinder.
Wing is lowered by gravity power; and a
manual push inside the center of stage wing
may be needed to start movement the same
time pushing remote control. Red Master
safety button must be pressed at the same
time with wing down button.
( Optional Two-Way powered hydraulic upgrade is
available Item # 90503 ).

**** When closing stage with remote; wings are hydraulic powered in the up position.

Note that as the stage deck lowers, the
deck support truss automatically
extends and remains perpendicular to
the ground.
The deck support truss significantly
simplifies and speeds the leveling
process.
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The deck truss holds the stage deck
flat, and features fast, easy two-point
leveling.
For some events you may want to use
this stage configuration - a 15ft deep
stage with an 8ft high backdrop from
which you can hang banners. Just
remove the guardrails.
(Available only on Models 24’, 28’, 32’, 40’)
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For the full 24ft stage depth, lower the
second stage deck wing. The rear and
end guardrails move with the stage
deck.
Once lowered, level the deck using the
two truss mounted adjustable
leveling/support legs.
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The stairs clamp onto the stage
perimeter. Note that they will
attach onto any of the four sides
allowing a variety of configurations
depending upon your event.
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